
Operate with 
trust in the  
digital world

AXIAD PRODUCTS & FEATURES



Axiad provides more than just traditional MFA, giving you peace of mind without 
burdening your team, and providing you the freedom to focus on your core 
mission. With authentication for every person, device, and machine in your 
organization, Axiad’s suite of products and features connects your business so 
that you can interact and access information with trust. All of our products are 
designed to create a streamlined and simple user experience, empowering 
employees from deployment through day-to-day use. 

Identity security doesn’t  
have to be complicated



Authentication for users with varied privileges

Support a range of authentication methods, signature, and encryption to offer 
users the assurance level required by the sensitivity of the resources they 
access.

User-driven unified credential management

Empower users to manage all credentials with a single pane of glass and gain 
emergency access through peer-to-peer authentication (MyCircle).

Dedicated PKI—identities for systems, and devices

Automate the management of certificates across your environment, giving you  
all of the benefits of PKI without the complexity and resource drain.

Publicly trusted PKI

Authenticate and securely exchange documents within regulated environments, 
like the U.S. Federal Bridge Certification Authority (FBCA), SAFE-BioPharma, and 
WebTrust.

Axiad Cloud
An integrated and agile identity solution to protect your 
ecosystem and securely utilize your digital assets.
With multi-factor authentication (MFA) and PKI, Axiad Cloud protects your most 
sensitive data and helps safeguard your network. You can achieve comprehensive 
identity security without unnecessary complexity or stretching resources.

V I E W  D E M O



You need all of your enterprise users to utilize trusted credentials to access the system. 
But, new employees are often given a machine prior to credential issuance. Existing 
employees sometimes forget credentials—or have certificates expire—locking them out 
of the system.

Airlock allows organizations to restrict access to their full system and resources until 
users take specific, company-assigned directives. Whether it’s updating a certificate, 
activating a device, security training, or reading a message from your CEO, users gain 
full access only once they’ve completed the directive. 

Airlock encourages the right actions and security behaviors across your company so 
that everyone is on the same page with airtight processes and policies in place. 

Airlock
Increase security & drive user actions
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How it works
When a user lacks necessary credentials to log in, Airlock allows them to 
access Axiad’s Self Help Portal, where they’re prompted to answer their 
preset security recovery questions. If a company wishes users to take an 
action prior to entering the full system, they can restrict access until the 
desired action has been satisfied. 

Easy, efficient certificate management  

Credentials have to be renewed at preset dates. Often, renewal slips 
through the cracks, locking a user out and requiring assistance from 
another department. With Airlock, users easily manage and renew 
certificates from their own desk. 

Eliminate temporary passwords

Password-based access is an opportunity for hackers to exploit. 
Airlock eliminates temporary passwords and the security issues that 
come with them.

Increase productivity with less strain on IT support

When users rely on other departments for access, the result is 
downtime and frustration. Airlock allows users to solve credentials 
issues, increasing productivity and reducing support needs.



As organizations look for increased identity security, hackers look for new ways to 
exploit systems. When a user gets locked out of the enterprise system and requires 
help getting back in, it’s a potential vulnerability. 

With MyCircle, users who are locked out of a system or device can be authenticated 
by a trusted colleague in a face-to-face interaction. Your company’s policies define 
who can verify and unlock their colleagues for increased control. 

MyCircle
Policy-driven emergency access
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Eliminate emergency access vulnerabilities

Temporary passwords circumvent MFA protections, providing hackers an 
opportunity. MyCircle eliminates temporary passwords and the security issues 
that come with them. 

Increase productivity 

Employees who are locked out can’t work. With face-to-face verification, 
downtime is limited via faster access, keeping users engaged and empowered.

Reduce help desk calls

When a user is locked out of the system, they often rely on the help desk to assist 
them. MyCircle limits help desk calls, reducing departmental time and costs.

Admins have total 
control over Assigning 
Designated Coworkers

ENABLE MY CIRCLE

LIST MEMBERS IN MY CIRCLE

ADVANCED MATCHED

How it works
If a user’s credentials are temporarily unavailable, the user simply goes to a 
designated coworker for credential recovery. The designated coworker then 
uses their own credentials to log into the user’s machine allowing them to 
access the system and recover their credentials. 



Simple & fast 
Instead of a complex, multi-step process to 
enroll multiple credentials on your device, Axiad 
keeps the process streamlined, with multiple 
credential issuance from a single place. 

A single pane of glass to 
manage all your credentials 
Users manage the lifecycle of their credentials 
from the unified portal, with no need for 
IT support. All relevant credentials can be 
activated, updated, and revoked all from  
the same place with one click, saving time  
and money. 

For new users, or companies adding a new type of credential, issuing and activating credentials can be 
confusing and time consuming. With Axiad’s One Click Issuance, it’s streamlined and simple.

One Click Issuance
Streamline your credential issuance with One Click 
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At Axiad, our partnership with you 
doesn’t end at product delivery, it just 
begins. We’ll empower you to achieve 
passwordless authentication, so that 
you’re free to do business, communicate, 
and create value.

Every journey is unique. That’s why we 
believe it’s crucial to understand your 
pain points and roadblocks to help 
drive user adoption and achieve rapid, 
complete deployment. We understand 
that success will look different to you in 
the future, which is why Axiad designs 
products that meet your security needs 
of today and tomorrow. No matter what 
your journey looks like, we’ve got you.

Empowering 
you to  

take the 
journey,  

today!



About Axiad

Axiad delivers an agile, user-centric identity platform that is trusted across 
leading enterprise, government, healthcare, and financial organizations. 
Our platform helps leaders manage cybersecurity risks, compliance, and 
operational efficiency for their workforce, partners, and customers.

Our approach starts with what customers need from a security and business 
perspective. With Axiad, companies get a single supplier providing an 
integrated solution without sacrificing security.

axiad.com


